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Invitation

Dear Colleagues,

Conference Series llc LTD., is delighted to welcome you to Sydney, Australia for the Prestigious 25th
International Conference on Cardiovascular and Thoracic Surgery. Cardio-Thoracic Surgery 2019 will
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focus on “Advancing the science and practice of Cardiovascular and Thoracic Surgery”. We are confident
that you will enjoy the Scientific Program of this upcoming Conference.
We look forward to see you at Sydney, Australia.
With Regards,
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Program Announcement
Venue

Sydney, Australia
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Abstract submission opens: June 04, 2018
Registration opens: June 13, 2018
Early bird registration: September 10, 2018
On spot registration: March 27, 2019

Accommodation

A large number of rooms have been reserved. Discounted room rates for Cardio-Thoracic Surgery 2019 participants are
proposed. Only reservations made through the Conference will benefit these rates. The Congress Center can be easily
reached by public transportation.
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Exhibition and Sponsorship

An Exhibition will be held concurrently with the Conference. The coffee break and lunch areas will be located adjacent to
the booths. Thanks to exhibitors from all over the world, attendees will have a complete overview of new findings in the
fields of Cardiovascular and Thoracic Surgery.

About Sydney

Workshops

Sydney is the state capital of New South Wales and the most popular city in Australia and Oceania. Located on Australia’s east coast,
the metropolis surrounds the world’s largest natural harbour and sprawls about 70 km on its periphery towards the Blue Mountains to
the west, Hawkesbury to the north and Macarthur to the south. Sydney is made up of 658 suburbs, 40 local government areas and 15
contiguous regions. Residents of the city are known as “Sydney siders”. As at June 2016 Sydney’s estimated population was 5,029,768.
Sydney is Australia’s biggest and most cosmopolitan city. It is an essential stop in any traveller’s itinerary. It’s also a superb introduction
to Australia and New South Wales, the country’s most diverse state.
Sydney itself offers a mix of tours, attractions and events that allows visitors to discover this city. Surrounding the city is a
wonderland of national parks, forests, mountains, river valleys and historic riverside towns.
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Sydney is amongst the top fifteen most-visited cities in the world, with millions of tourists coming each year to see the city’s
landmarks. Its natural features include Sydney Harbour, the Royal National Park, and the Royal Botanic Garden. Man-made attractions
such as Sydney Tower, the Sydney Harbour Bridge, and the Sydney Opera House (which became a World Heritage Site in 2007 are also
well known to international visitors. The main passenger airport serving the metropolitan area is Kingsford-Smith Airport, one of the
world’s oldest continually operating airports. Opened in 1906, Central station is the main hub of the city’s rail network.
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